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ARTICLE 10 AND IN~PEBIqATIONAL Eli'FECT OF INTERRUPTION
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This article provides for interruption of the limitation period when the

creditor perforI:lS an act recognized under the lex forill as "institutingjudicial

proceedings for the purpose of obtaining satisfaction of his right" or as

"invoking his right" in the C01,.~rse of jUdicial proceedings instituted against the

debtor "in relation to another right". The article also mentions acts performed

IIby way of counterClaim", which are deemed to have been performed at the same time

as the act relating to the principal claim.

The question of limitation periods and grounds for interruption of the

limitation period does not generally present any difficulties in municipal law.

The various vrays in which a civil law limitation period may be interrupted are

laid down by the national codes: generally, what is required is a procedural act

or an unequivocal indication of the desire of' the parties to exercise their rights

or to discharge their obligations.

Thus, the Civil Code requires "a summons, a payment order or attachment,

notified to the person'whom the plaintiff wishes to prevent from· availing himself

of prescriptionll
• According to the Repertoire pratique d.u droit belge

11 It is the lex fori which is meant by the expression "the law of" the
jurisdiction where such act is performed".
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(Prescription en matiere civile, No. 253), "a summons i,s not only an order to

appe~;be,fore a particular court but any legal claim made during the course of

proceedings a:l.ready instituted, such as a motion introducing ~ counterclaim". What

is required is that an action should be instituted during the course of proceedings

and should constitute a manifestation of a desire not to lose the right of

litigation.

However, while the interruptive effect of proceedings instituted before

, national courts raises fe1v difficulties, it is quite a different matter when the

judicial proceedings or acts are instituted before the courts or upon the

intervention of the authorities of other countries.

Thus, the Civil Code merely stipulates that a summons, even to appear before a

jUdge, who has no jl.U'isdiction in the matter, interrupts the limitation period;

it says nothing about a stmmlons to appear before a foreign judge.

The rules of conflicts of law are not, as will, be explained below, of great

assistance. Even if it is possible to determine the law applicable to the methods

by which the limitation period may be interrupted, either by making extinctive e·
prescription subject to the lex fori or by applying the law under which the

obligation or contract was entered into, one does not know what methods of

interruption of the limitation period are accepted under that law and partiCUlarly

whether it recognizes as "interruptive" any action instituted before a foreign

jUdge or any act, jUdicial or extra-judicial, performed abroad.

This uncertainty concerning national legislations obviously gives the members

of the UNCITRAL Working Group considerable opportunity for innovation and enables

them to adopt very flexible rules, drafted or conceived broadly enough to allow a

liberal interpretation.

1. Without exception, the legislations of civil law countries state that a summons

has the effect of interrupting the limitation period, but they differ on points ot
detail. 2/

The effects of the interruption of extinctive prescription are likewise

regulated in different t'lays in the various civi1 law countries '.

2/ See F. Ka.llmann's study, IiL·effet sur la prescription liberatoire des actes
..ll;diciaires intervenus en pays etranger", Revue Critique de Droit International a,
frive (:1948), p. 1. See, for example, in Swiss law, article 135 of the Code of ..
Obligations: an incidental plea before a tribunal or arbitrators; in French law,
article 2244 of the Civil Code: summons, payment order or atta.chment.
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The interruptive effect of a claim may continue for the whole duration of the

proceedings up to the last procedural act after which the suit may lapse or be

subject to limitation.

Sometimes a new limitation period commences after the interruption and, during

the proceedings, after each legal act of the parties and each order or decision of

the judge (Swiss Code of Obligations).

Alternatively, the interruption may last until the proceedings have been

teNinated.by a jUdgement having the force of r;s judicata or in any other way

(German Code of Civil Procedure, § 211).

The limitation periods are also different in the various legal systems.

Lastly, inmost civil la'W' countries, the character of prescription changes

following a judgement in favour of the plaintiff: the sta.tutory limitation penod

repleces a short limitation period, (inversion of prescription).

2. In international private law,what is the law applicable in the case of an

action which is not purely national?

French courts have adopted widely varying solutions: the lex fori, the law ot
the domicile of the debtor, and even lex contractuS. According to Kallmann, the

legal precedents, which are already contradictory and unsatisfactory with regard to

the law applicable to prescription, are totally inadequate on the SUbject of

interruption of the litlitation period by a. summonS or other foreign judicial acts.

On the current state of French international private law, see Batiffol,

"Droit international privt, fourth edition, No. 615. After having long a.pplied the

la'W' of the domicile of the debtor, France moved in the direction of the lex-
c~>ntractus, at least when the provisions of the latter are more favourable to the

debtor than the law of his domicile (cf. Jurisclasseurde droit i.E,ternationaJ.,

Fasc. 554, No. 182 et seg,.). In France, the law of the domicile of the debtor had

been applied since 1869, to determine the duration of extinctive prescription as

well as its starting-point and grounds for interruption (Paris, 6 July 1937,

!evue critique de DEoit International Prive, 1938, p. 280). However, French

practice developed and a judgement of 28 March 1960 (Rev. Crit. 1960, 202, note by

Batiffol) stf1'tQ4 that the debtor had validly relied on the limitation period

established by the 1~~ contractus (see new edition, 8, 1970:1 !to. 190 et seq. l.-.. . . ....-- _.-
The new solution ("Application of the law of the contract to extinctive

prescription") was applied to the grounds for interruption by the Nimes decision of
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1 December 1949. (Rev. Crit. 1950, 620). Commenting on this decision,

Mr. Louesouarn criticizes the method ot comparing different laws in order to

ascertain which is most favourable to the debtor, as a pragmatic method which may

produce arbitrary decisions.

The law applicable to the grounds for interruption of the limitation period

should, according to Mr. Loussou3.rn, be the 'same as the law applicable to the

limitation period, "because this is the only way to ensure a uniform system of

prescription" (cf. Batiffol, Conflits de 10i5 en matiere de contr'l?ts, No. 582).

The application ot' the law of the obligation or contract to extinctive

prescription is the system followed by the majority of continental countries,

according to the Jt11'isclaaseur de droit international; it is followed in Germany,

Austria, Switzerland, Italy and Belgitrm (Order of the Court of Cassation of

14 July 1898, ~icrisie 1898 I 275). 31
The application of the lex fori is generally accepted in ~~g1o-American law,

lYhich regards prescription as a rule ot' procedure. In this connexion, Batiffol

observed (oP. cit. No. 615): "The lex fori, which is applied with some reluctance

in the Anglo-Saxon countries, further increases the uncertainty (resulting from the

application of the law of the country of domicile) to the possible detriment of the

debtor." Elsewhere, it is the law governing the obligation which is generally

applied: this is the case in Germany, Italy, SlYitzerland, Belgium (see the order

of 6 December 1958, Pasicri~ 1959 11 60), Austria, Czechoslovakia (act of

4 December 1963, article 13) and Poland (act of 12 November 1965, article 13).

3. With regard to the grounds for interruption ot' the limitation period, according

to Kallmann "the fe'w Swiss decisions on the SUbject of prescription are not

concerned with the question o£ interruption of the limitation period by a summons

issued abroad or a foreign judgement". According to the Zurich Higher Court and

the Basel Court of Appeals, a summons under § 209 of the German Code of Civil

- Procedure is not exclusively a sunnnons to appear before a German court. However,

it is the lex fori - the law of the judge who will decide the dispute - which will

determine the nature of the act performed before him, reg~dless of whether it is a

summons or not. It is likewise the lex tori which is referred to in article 10 of

3/ See, however, civ. Antwerp 28 September 1931 and Comm. Antwerp
19 October 1932. J0U!~nal d.e Droit International 1934, p. 451, tor the application
of the lex tOl:i.
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the preliminary draft on prescription, since only M act recognized "under the law

of the jurisdiction where such act is performed" as instituting judicial

proceedings can be one of the grounds for interruption of the limitation period.

In ItaJ.ian law, the grounds for interruption of the lilIlitation period are

determined "by the law applicable to the obligation" but the author cited (Ka,llmann)

did not find any decision relating to the effect of a summons issued abroad. (He

states that in Austria and'Beligutn legal. precedents likewise favour the law of the

obligation. )

From the aforegoing it may be conclucled that, in private international law, the

law applicable to extinctive prescription is generally the law applicable to the

substance, the "lex...£..ausae", the law of the contract or obligation, where the

obligation arises from a contract.

In Anglo-Sexon countries, on the other hand, prescription is part of the rules

of procedure and the lex fori is applied. However, there are scarely any

instructions about the methods of interrupting the limitation period or the effects

of "proceedings" instituted abroad.

4. The problem sometimes appears to be linked to the possible effects, in a

country where prescription is invoked, of a judgement handed down in another country

aB a result of a suit brought by the creditor. Is it necessary for such a

judgement to be admissible and enforceable abroad?

It seems excessive to make such a demand: it is not always required, for

there to be grounds for interruption, that the creditor appeal to a court. A

declaration by the parties, even out of court, or an acknowledgement of debt may

sometimes suffice. Why then should the creditor be required to obtain an

enforceable judgement?

5. Theories concerning grounds for interruption of the limitation period.

The dominant theory in France is that the law applicable to prescription is

the law of the contract (lex cot\tractus, lex causae). Valery says that the law

which is applicable to prescription al.so determines the grounds for interruption or

suspension of the limitation period.

NeYertheless, such ground.s .must be recognized by French law: only a summons,

payment order or attachment can have the effect of interrupting the limitation

period, even if a foreign law is applicable to the substance. Swiss doctrine has

/-.-
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little to say concerning the effects on the limitation period of a summons issued

abroad or a foreign summons judgement, according to Kallmann (012. cit., p. 13).

One problem is whether the interruption ·of the limitation period resulting frome.

summons issued abroad depends on the competence of the court from the international ~

viewpoint (cf. French civil Code, art. 2246). According to one Swiss writer, this

depends on Whether the foreign judgement is eligible to receive an exequatur - a. •

very questiona.ble solution.

In Italy, Morelli holds that a judicial act may interrupt the limitation

period where the law applicable to the substance (the !ex contractus) so provides.

The same opinion is found in Germany, where it is held that the law of the

obligation determi.nes not only the limitation period but also the grounds for its

interruption and suspension.

A foreign (judicial) act interrupts the limitation period if it can be

considered tleq.uivalent" to a procedural act having such effect in domestic law;

apparently this is to be determined by the law of the court hearing the case.

Is there not a contradiction here between the theory that the law applicable e
to the grounds for interruption of the limitation period is the lex contractus and

the courts' disc;:oetionto determine whether an act performed abroad has the effect

of interruption by comparison with similar acts performed in their own country (the

system followed in article 10 of the preliminary draft, which makes the lex fori

applicable) •

As a general rule, German writers contend that a summons issued abroad

interru.pts the limitation period only if the foreign proceedings can result in a

judgement enforceable in the country whose law is applicable to the substance: the

term "equivalence of foreign proceedings ll
• is used when the judgement is eligible to .

receive an exequatur in the country whose law is applicable to the prescription of

the obligation. Some writers maintain, however, that a foreign judgement interrupts

the limi~ation period even if it could not receive an exequatur. One such writer

holds the view that a summons issued abroad shou.ld be regarded in the light of the

rule "locus rosit actum".

It would then be sufficient to have obeerved the formalities prescribed by

the law of the country in which an act intended to interrupt the limite.tion period

is performed. tit
I ...
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In conclusion, it may. be noted that. in most civil lQ.W'countries where ...

prescription is amattet" of substantive law, "a sumJIlonsand other judicia.! act.

intet"rupt the lintitationperiod and a Judgement in favour of' the creditor has the

effect either of initiating a new limita.tion period or of sUbstituting the

statutory limitation period for a shorter limite.;tion period".

A..bovea;tl. theiriterruption of the limitation peri<xi must not be link~4 to
any conditions o1'tteffectivenessu of the Judgement handed downa1;)1"OaQ. (f'or ox~le,

the condition th.at the Judgement ·must be eligible to receive an exequatur). It

would be equallyregretta'blefor prescription to be made subJect to all the

conditic:>nsgoverningreeognition 01' foreign judgements, such as reciprocity.,

international juriSdiction and summons in. due fo:t'm. which.would make it impossible

to predict whether a foreign j~iciaJ. act could intEl3:"ruptth~ limits.tion period.

For example, the condition relating to the exequatur, which confers the authority

of res JUdicata upon a foreign judgement. ha.s nothing to do with the substance ot
the matter and concerns only. procedural law. The interruption or inversion .• of· the

limitation period by a summons or judgement issued' abroad cannot be made dlapendent

on this condition. Such an i.nt.erruptive effect would be "independent" of

procedural law and belong instead to the domain of civil law.

The principal requi~ement fo;r interrupti.on is that the jUdicial act .should

constitute aclea.r indication 01' the desire of the parties, and especially that of

the c;reditor, tpt>l'eVent extincti<)tlofthe·right through prescription. It is

reasonable to admit that· the limita-tion perio.d is interrupted as soon as the

credito;r institutes proceed~ngs o;r serves a summons on his debtor in such a way

that the latter is no longer l~ft in any doubt that he is being asked to discharge

his obligatiot:).. It is true that c~rtainformalitiesshould. be observed, in order

to avoid any disagreement concerning the actual question whether the creditor

"claimed" his rights in this way - for example, concerning proof tha.t he tried to

obtain payment within a certain period. It would however be arbitrary to make

the interruption of the littlitation period subject to observance of certain rules

of procedure or of c'ompetence whose sole purpose is to enable the creditor to

obtain an enforceable instrument. Interruption of the 1imitation ,period is

essentially a conserva.tory measure, for which the same guarantees should not be

I ...
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required as are required for· the enfoI"cement of a foreign Judgement against a

debtor. 4/ It is sufficient for the creditor to comply with the provisions defining

the conditions of validity 01' jUdicial or extra-Judicial acts (tormal notice,

acknowledgement of debt ) which are contained in the domestic law of the country .in

which he performs an act interrupting the limitation period.

To sum up, interruption of the limitation period will result from a foreigt;t •

summons, judgement or judicial act (attacbment) which is in due form and is notitied

to the debtor in luch a w~ that he cannot plead ignorance of it. No more should

be required , and the creditor should not necesSaI'ily have to apply to a court or

authority whose jurisdiction is recognized in the country whose lav governs the

substance (lex contractus or lex causae).

The only risk 01' abuse arises tram the tact that certain rules of procedure

presum.e that a debtor has been "duly notified" of the proceedings instituted

against him, even in ca.ses vhere he has not been personally notitied or summoned

to appear. Concern for the protection of the debtor should not, .however, be carried

so far as to make interruption of thelimitatioo periOd impossible, which would be .e
the case if the debtor placed himself out of reach of any personal notitication, or

if he were allowed to contest the validity of any action ins.tituted against him on

grounds of lack of jurisdiction.

4/ This principle seems to be followed in the draft, since the mere fact thate
the parties have entered into negotiations, provided that this is evidenced in
writing, has the effect of extending the limitation period.


